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You will find that the State is
the kind of organization which,
though it does big things badly,
does small things badly, too.
John Kenneth Galbraith

Cake:
Delicious,
Delusion, or
Device?
by Bryne Judy
~ Holy Cow He Exists ~

Have you ever sat down dejectedly, inclining your head
towards the sky and let out
a small sigh bemoaning the
woeful absence of cake in
your immediate surroundings?
I know I have. Its moist, savory
texture, sleek frosting, variety
of styles, and the very legend
master chefs have built it into
over the years have made it
quite desirable indeed. The
glorious confection reigns over
the domain of dessert from
a high throne, lording over
most others as an indisputably
prominent baked good. Lately,
though, a possible dark side
to this product has surfaced,
one which puts all of its glory
to question.
In recent years I have heard unsettling whispers that perhaps
the cake is not what it seems.
Many sufferers have noticed
...see It’s a Lie! on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like Fantasy Football!

Carl Blair being Replaced
by Olivia Zajac ~ Daily Bull

The ever-loved Carl Blair is going to be up’, more like ‘Holy shit, that just broke
removed from his position of Head my desk and melted my laptop!’ kind of
World Cultures Pimp come this next dump. We expect to see an increase in
spring semester.
grades, as well,
“I’m just sick and
because she has
tired of talking
a tendency to
about the seven
eat the faces off
signs of social
of students who
significance, the
get below a C
incomplete list of
in her classes.”
important things,
Grades are also
and those stupid
expected to
Celt winos. It just
increase drastiwears on you,”
cally.
Blair was quoted.
Maude is excited
The rumors have
to be taking up
started as to who
a post at such a
will be replacworld renowned
ing this beloved
institute of higher
professor. After
education. She
digging around
has taught sign
in his email which
language at a few
Courtesy of the MTU Administration
I totally had perdifferent zoos,
mission to access, it turns out that Maude, but is thrilled to be able to prove herself.
a 700 pound gorilla will be teaching this She plans on really getting involved in her
specific section from now on. Class at- students learning by regularly dropping
tendance is speculated to remain steady in on World Cultures Study Teams. After
throughout the semester, because of this speaking with the Multiwordplace, feeleducator’s special form of ‘caring’ for her ings of this are mixed. “I mean, I worked
students. “She’ll notice that a certain smell in a zoo before so this is gonna be like
won’t be in the room, and later she goes going back home for me. I’ll make sure
and takes a massive shit on their desk. to have lots of tasty bananas and grass
Not like, ‘Oh, this is a big mess to clean
...see Monkeying Around on back

Pic o’ the Day - P.K. Carver
Brought to you by The Daily Bull!

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Buy One Medium Pizza, Get
Another Medium for Half Price!
www.thestudiopizza.com

Today’s weather: S.N.O.W.
Snow Not On Way (maybe?)

482-5100

... It’s a Lie! from front

at some point in their life that, while repetitively promised they will be awarded
with the desirable treat, they never seem
to reach the cake which tempts them
forward. Even before this curious phenomenon, the popular saying “you can’t
have your cake and eat it too” alludes to
the sometimes unattainable nature of this
mysterious dessert. Sure, finding a cake
is easy; they’re everywhere. You can
buy them for fifteen bucks at Jims, and
find tiny, cheaply made variants called
cupcakes everywhere. Finding the cake,
with the perfect, wonderful moist interior and a fitting but not overwhelming
covering of quality icing, is much more
of a challenge.
To further complicate the issue, cake
possesses many additional uses of more
utilitarian nature. I have been told a mattress made of cake surpasses all others
in terms of comfort. Lining one’s pockets
with plastic bags allows for easy transport of it, as well, and celebrities have
reportedly taken to smearing the sticky
icing over the lenses of cameras when
desiring an escape from the paparazzi
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that hound them. The nature of this confection makes a wonderful material for
temporary houses, one which doubles
as a store of food in times of famine.
Legends speak of a crafty witch who
recognized the unique properties of
cake as both a squishy, pliable material
suitable for the construction of a house

and a desirable edible useful in luring in sion. Indeed, Cake works in subtle and
naive, unsuspecting children.
mysterious ways. At the risk of the topic
becoming stale, however, I will leave
Perhaps we will never unlock its secrets. off here and encourage avid readers to
Philosophical bakers have plumbed the turn a little time towards considering,
mysteries of this divine pastry for years and perhaps baking, some thoughts of
and still not come to a suitable conclu- their own.

To Be A Stinkbug
by Victoria Demers ~ Guest Writer

Sitting in the office, we have noticed a stink bug that is always climbing the
walls. It has been interesting watching it move day to day. What does it eat?
What does it do? Well, we have interviews this stink bug and this is what
he had to say:

No matter how it looks, cake is delicious even this creatively shitty cake!
... Monkeying Around from front

shoots for the little cutie to eat.”
Another coach simply screamed in
horror when Maude shook her and
gave her a concussion for pronouncing
“Halstatt” incorrectly. Another coach
refuses to talk to Maude anymore due
to losing her hair when she called
Theodora a nympho.
Blair is said to be taking his leave of
absence to focus on his iron smelting.
“I’ve spent far too many days away
from old Betsy. She’s the best damn
smelter I ever uncovered and got up
and running. We’re gonna get reacquainted and hopefully I’ll also stop
hating all of my students. Mostly I’m
leaving because of the hating my students part. The stupid freshman. How
hard is it to stay awake and remember
a whole two dates? Sometimes I hate
my life…” he muttered, before wandering off muttering about the rule of
72 and iron.

“What? You are talking to me?” He takes a look around. The three of us stare
back at him and nod.
“Oh, well, this is interesting. No one has EVER talked to me before unless it
was begging for their sense of smell. What do you want? Am I going to have
to tell you to get off my lawn... er... office?”
“Nope. We will leave as soon as you tell us why you are staring at us every
day. It’s kinda creepy man.” I replied.
He then began telling us a story.
“One day, I was flying around minding my own business, and suddenly I hit
someone’s damned back pack. Nasty things they are, by the way. I got taken
in against my will into this MUB thing you people keep talking about. It was
nice and warm. And food got left out all the time! So I decided to settle in.
The next morning, it got really loud so I mosied out to see what was going on.
It was PEOPLE! I hate people. They always try to kill me. Anyways, I thought
I would try and scare you all off but you were to busy discussing where
to go in this minecraft thing. No one paid attention to me. Then, someone
pointed me out and I thought I would have to spray. But no one moved.
Something about an office pet...? Well, no one had ever showed me any
compassion so I decided to stay. I meandered around studying you crazies
as you discussed this bullshit mathematical crap someone was working on.
Who cares about the proof that you are an imbecile! HAHAHAH! Oh, sorry.
Life was really boring until now. I just spend my time waiting to see what that
radio announcer guy in the Bull office will say next. Its like a game. That sports
illustrated crapola fills his head with too many stats no one cares about. Just
sayin’. And now, I must release some gas so if you will excuse me.....”
RUN AWAAAYYYY!!!!
The next day, we returned to find the poor little guy belly up on the windowsill. RIP Stinky Pete. But LO! Another skink bug has entered our lair! We have a
new pet to care for and stare at. And put up with our Bull. We even bought
gas masks just in case! And then.... we touched it. Happy stink bug day Bull!!!

If you do not send us:
funny pictures
ideas
YouTube videos
envelopes full of cash
candy
AND ETERNAL GLORY
then this cassowary
will continue to stare
you down. It will stare
and stare and stare
until its eyeballs fall
out - and believe us,
cassowary eyes are
not something to fuck
around with.
Its gaze penetrates
your SOUUULLLLLL!
Please. Save
yourselves and your
neighbors from the evil
gaze of the cassowary.
Send stuff to us at
bull@mtu.edu
HURRY.

